
SUBD1846 - Ubud

Spectacular Property In The Hills Of Taro Tegallalang –

Freehold 1500 sqm

Property Information

Bedrooms : 6
Price (IDR) :  14.073.075.000 
Equivalent (USD) :  900.000 
Title : Hak Milik (Freehold)
Land Size : 1,500 sqm
Other Features:

This extraordinary property is located in the hills north of Ubud in Taro, the
Tegallalang region and is reached in around 40 minutes by car. A very
popular area now as Taro has spectacular views and many other
attractions like the Elephant park, chocolate factory, orange orchards and
the amazing nature everywhere.
A huge living area complete with a perfectly well-equipped kitchen, big
dining table and stunning built-in lounge sofa is on the main level which
also lodges the master bedroom with a large ensuite bathroom. The other 5
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bedrooms on 2 different levels are equally stunning with their ensuite
bathrooms.
From all rooms and terraces
 the most amazing view to the river valley can be enjoyed. The whole property boasts beautiful hand-carved panels, furniture,
paintings and statues by local artisans. Each room is individually decorated and surprises with elegant design and high-quality
materials. The bathrooms are also very beautiful and stylish.
This beautiful property is a piece of art and the photos speak for themselves. But no comparison to the actual live experience
seeing this property.
The huge pool with its spacious terrace and several sunbeds has the most spectacular views and is surrounded by amazingly
landscaped gardens. Fishponds, an outside fire-place, a outside marble chess board add to the allure of the ambiance.
Everywhere you look, another beautiful feature shows up.
A 2 storey Gazebo at the right side of the pool lodges a gym and a terrace for star-gazing at the top level. There is also a
Jacuzzi at the property.
A good road access leads to this property and after entering the gate there are a few car parking spots.
For more information and viewing appointments please contact Paradise Property Group on whatsapp +62 813-5367-8113 or
by email: info@ppbali.com
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